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図１ JIS SPECT Phantomを用いた遮断周波数の検討
a：Butterworth（遮断周波数０．３０）b：Butterworth（遮断周波数０．２５）
c：Butterworth（遮断周波数０．２０）d：Butterworth（遮断周波数０．１５）
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Evaluation of Images Yielded from Cerebral SPECT Using a Fan-Beam Collimator
In Comparison with a Parallel Collimator Currently in Use
Toshiaki YOSHIZAKI, Kenji TAKI
Technician Division of Radiology, Tokushima Red Cross Hospital
Currently at our hospital, we use an L.E.H.R-parallel collimator（low energy, high-resolution parallel collimator）
for single photon emission CT（SPECT）of the brain. However, in order to obtain higher resolution images, we
carried out a basic examination with an ECT brain phantom and a JIS SPECT phantom as well as clinical
cases using an L.E.S.H.R.-fan-beam collimator（low energy super-high resolution fan-beam collimator）. The use of
this collimator yielded SPECT images with high enough resolution to faithfully delineate the anatomical location
and relationship of the brain phantom. This finding indicates that it is desirable to use this fan-beam collimator
for brain SPECT. In order to further improve images through better resolution, it seems necessary to review
the pre-processing filters, correction for attenuation and so on.
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